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1. Introduction

The history of experimental psychology—likely the history of every branch of science—is intimately and symbiotically connected with innovations in technologies and techniques for measurement. Although psychology’s birth as a discipline was more about an idea (namely that mind and behavior can be studied objectively and empirically, for instance by observing how physical changes correspond to changes in experience and behavior) than about an apparatus, early advances in psychology as a science were facilitated, and in many cases catalyzed, by clever instrumentation. Often these innovations were simply novel applicants of existing technology to new scientific problems. For example, Wundt studied differences in reaction time to visual versus auditory information using a “pendulum apparatus for ‘Complication’ studies” (pictured in the online Museum of the History of Psychological Instrumentation at Monclair State University; http://chss.montclair.edu/psychology/museum/x_073.htm). This important apparatus was basically a modified metronome. The first tachistoscope for brief presentations of visual stimuli was an apparatus that resembled a guillotine (Turtle, 1997). Mueller’s memory drum, which served for decades as the standard apparatus for studying memory for lists of items, was developed from a Ludwig-Baltzar kymograph, originally designed for the recording of blood pressure (Haupt, 2001). These and thousands of other devices found new useful life as research instruments in the study of behavior, and the scientific literature grew rapidly with findings reflecting each apparatus innovation.

The intersection of experimental psychology and biology, whether the offspring of that union is the field of physiological psychology or of cognitive neuroscience, illustrates this symbiotic relationship between science and technology. For example, cognitive neuroscience was established on the insights provided through the study of animal models and clinical populations, including individuals with brain damage that occurred as a result of injury, stroke, surgery, and so forth; however, the greatest gains (at least by quantitative measures, if not also by qualitative standards) in knowledge about brain-behavior relations have come in the years since the development of techniques for single-cell recording and neuroimaging of activity, structure and function. Electroencephalography (EEG), the event-related potential (ERP) paradigm, single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), and transcranial Doppler (TCD) sonography are just a few of the technology-based
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neuroimaging techniques that are revolutionizing understanding of the physiological bases of psychological processes and their disorders.

Of course, instrumentation innovations do more than just opening doors for new questions to be investigated. They also constrain in some ways the answers that are obtained for those questions. Each new type of yardstick may provide an exciting novel method for measuring, but it also specifies the units of measurement, the types of things that can readily be measured, and the kinds of things that cannot. This is equally true of more sophisticated apparatus, including those used in neuroimaging. Each technique and tool provides some distinct advantages over alternate methods, but also carries specific limitations or disadvantages.

For example, the preeminent tool for contemporary neuroimaging, MRI, provides noninvasive high-resolution structural images of the brain or other organs. Carefully combined with behavioral testing to produce the functional MRI (fMRI) paradigm, this technology yields brain activity patterns that can be registered to the structural images, and compared against baseline activity patterns to provide insights into the functions associated with brain regions or networks.

But there are limitations to the fMRI procedure, including of course that it does not really provide information about the functional and causal information about the brain regions that are relatively active during particular cognitive operations. The data provided by fMRI can be highly informative, but they are correlational in nature. Only in concert with other types of data (e.g., clinical observations of patients with brain damage, experimental work with animal models) can we infer whether these correlations reveal brain networks that are necessary and sufficient for particular cognitive competencies. Another limitation of the fMRI paradigm is a sequela of the massive amount of data that are produced in a whole-brain scan: Sophisticated techniques are required to process the data such that they support valid inferences rather than statistical artifacts that suggest localizations from spurious, correlations, including those that Vul and collaborators called “voodoo correlations” (2009). Another limitation is cost. Although the hardware, software, and procedures for doing fMRI have improved in recent years, this neuroimaging strategy is still relatively expensive. It also remains difficult to conduct fMRI research with certain populations, as the procedure requires participants to remain motionless and to tolerate the ambient noises and enclosed spaces of the magnetic chamber. Many conditions, from metal implants to certain psychological disorders, are counterindicators of fMRI, disqualifying individuals from participation for research purposes. Thus, fMRI is a powerful neuroimaging tool that has a specific utility and value, but that also has specific limitations. This of course is true of every tool. That’s why a plumber or carpenter needs a box of tools, rather than one general-purpose fix-all gadget.

In recent years, sonography has provided another instrument for the cognitive scientists’ toolbox. Transcranial Doppler (TCD) sonography provides relatively inexpensive, noninvasive and painless, continuous measures of bloodflow velocity, as a proxy for neural activity, which serves as a measure of cognitive processing. TCD offers high temporal resolution—much higher, for example, than fMRI—but low spatial resolution. It is a wearable technology, and thus does not require participants to remain motionless during the test. Conditions like pacemaker implants, ferrous metal dental-work, tattoos, piercings,
and claustrophobia that can disqualify a person from participating in an fMRI study do not affect the individual’s suitability for TCD. On the other hand, it is difficult or impossible to obtain stable TCD signals from some participants, often for unknown reasons, and in every case for reasons that are not as obvious as tattoos or piercings or metallic implants. Thus, TCD studies and fMRI studies both have participant-inclusion issues, but one usually cannot predict in advance which participants will fail to produce stable TCD data. Also like fMRI, TCD produces correlational data (i.e., changes in cerebral blood flow velocity, CBFv, relative to baseline, that correspond to mental or behavioral activity).

Procedural details for TCD have been described elsewhere (e.g., Aaslid, 1987; McCartney, Thomas-Lukes, & Gomez, 1997; Ringelstein et al., 1990; Stroobant & Vingerhoets, 2000; Tripp & Warm, 2007). Generally, TCD requires the use one or more (typically two, for simultaneous bilateral recordings) 2-MHz ultrasound transducers to generate and receive sonic signals. The transducers are positioned against the head at the cranial windows, or locations where the bone in the skull is thin enough (or absent altogether in the case of foramina) to permit the ultrasonic signal to pass and to be focused on one of the three major cranial arteries. TCD can be used to measure CBFv through the anterior cerebral artery, the middle cerebral artery, or the posterior cerebral artery. For most studies, the middle cerebral artery is targeted with TCD, because of the large areas that are perfused by this artery within each hemisphere; thus, the transducers are typically positioned at the transtemporal windows, at the temples on either side of the forehead, lateral to each of the eyes. By adjusting the angle at which the transducer is aimed and the depth of the sonated signal, and by examining the direction in which blood is flowing, one can identify whether the ultrasonic signal is bouncing off blood cells in the medial cerebral artery or one of the other arteries. Once the desired artery is located and a strong and stable signal is obtained, the transducers are locked in place on a headband. Subsequently, the signal provides continuous measures of CBFv through each transducer, even with head and body movements.

Because the speed with which blood cells move through the arteries varies across the heartbeat, the signal recorded through the TCD transducer/receivers are typically averaged across the heartbeat to produce a mean CBFv value (Saver & Feldmann, 1993). Commercial TCD systems (such as the Nicolet Vascular/Viasys Healthcare Companion-III unit in our laboratory) compute these averages automatically, and also transform the Doppler sonography readings for visual display and digital storage. Task-related changes in mean CBFv values are compared to resting baseline measures. For example, one might record baseline values when participants are simply relaxing and staring at a blank wall.

Since Asslild and colleagues (1982) documented the use of TCD for recording cerebral bloodflow velocity (CBFv), the tool has been explored and tested in a wide range of studies. Clinically, the instrument is used as a diagnostic tool for examining the rate of blood flow through cerebral or other arteries, in connection with the study of stroke, coronary artery disease, and similar conditions. For the present review, we are primarily concerned with the use of TCD to measure changes in CBFv that correspond to mental activities. Increase in mental activity, as when a participant performs a cognitive operation or exerts mental effort, is associated with localized increases in neural firing. This neural activity demands additional blood flow to supply oxygen and to remove metabolic waste materials. Thus, changes in CBFv provide an index of the increase in cognition-related neural activity (e.g.,
Aaslid, 1987; Droste et al., 1989; Stroobant & Vingerhoets, 2000) in much the same way that bioelectrical activity registered by electroencephalography electrodes and radioisotope traces used in single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) indicate active brain regions associated with mental functions.

2. TCD for cognitive neuroscience

What value is there in TCD as an indirect measure of mental activity? That is, TCD does not directly measure cognitive activity. Even if cognitive psychology could provide a behavioral task that was a pure manipulation of a single cognitive process (which is impossible, as even the simplest tasks allow that multiple cognitive operations—perception, attention, memory, imagery, language, and the like—may be simultaneously operating, and not necessarily in service of the same outcomes), TCD still would not measure the cognitive operation itself. TCD does not even provide a direct measure of the neural activity that corresponds to the cognitive operations. Rather, TCD yield a measure of the speed of blood flow, which has been shown to be a function of neural activity somewhere in the perfusion zone, which has been shown to increase as mental activity increases. Further, TCD is spatially limited to the three broad, overlapping perfusion areas in each hemisphere that are served by the cerebral arteries. The skeptic might argue that examining the neurocognitive basis of behavior with TCD is like trying to measure the quality of an artist’s work by recording patterns of carpet wear in the museum (although at least TCD has the temporal resolution advantage of rapid changes, which would be difficult to capture in the cynical analogy).

Notwithstanding these accurate criticisms, we contend that TCD does indeed have value for cognitive neuroscience, and will point to studies from the literature and from our laboratory that illustrate these benefits. As an overview, we suggest the following uses for TCD from the perspective of cognitive science:

a. Hemispheric differences: A wide range of methods have been used to study the differences between the left and right cerebral hemispheres. Although the popular conceptions of “left brain / right brain” (to borrow the title of Springer & Deutsch’s excellent 2001 review of the literature) fail to do justice to the unity, interhemispheric communication and coordination, and plasticity of the brain, it is undeniable that the cerebral hemispheres differ reliably in structural and functional ways. The popular caricature of the left hemisphere as specializing in verbal, analytic, and sequential processing, with the right hemisphere as the home of visuospatial, holistic, parallel processing is at minimum over-simplified, and in many ways simply incorrect. Nevertheless, the localization to the left hemisphere of neural structures involved with language production and comprehension, at least for most right-handed participants, anchors the search for functional cerebral asymmetries that serve to enhance the cognitive competencies of animals (particularly humans) with large, highly encephalized, bilateral brains. The methods for examining these structural and functional asymmetries include all those subsumed under the label of neuroimaging (e.g., fMRI, EEG) as well as the clinical explorations of individuals with brain damage, split-brains (surgical severing of the corpus callosum, for example as an extreme treatment for epilepsy), and so forth. Additionally, a number of noninvasive behavioral paradigms have been used successfully to examine functional cerebral asymmetries, including divided visual-field paradigms and dichotic-listening paradigms which
capitalize on the contralateral organization of perceptual-motor processing (e.g., the left hemisphere receives first input from the right side of visual space and from the right ear and controls motor function on the left side of the body, and vice versa). Attempts to measure functional cerebral asymmetries with psychophysiological measures such as tympanic-membrane temperature (e.g., Helton, 2010; Hopkins & Fowler, 1998) have also revealed interesting differences. TCD is arguably a more direct and more sensitive measure of task-related brain activity than is tympanic-membrane temperature, and in any case is a complementary measure in a field where converging evidence from behavioral, psychophysiological, and clinical data are important. Although there is certainly localization of cognitive functions without lateralization, hemispheric asymmetries in cognition do provide broad evidence about localization, which in turn may inform theoretical dissociations. For example, the theoretical dissociation between vigilance (sustained attention) and concentration (executive attention) as components of the construct “attention” has been supported with a variety of neuroimaging and cognitive paradigms (e.g., Posner & Rothbart, 2007)—including TCD, which indicates a right-hemisphere advantage for the control of vigilance (Warm, Matthews, & Parasuraman, 2009).

b. Individual and group differences: Even if TCD provided no information about localization, it provides a behaviorally relevant psychophysiological measure that shows task-related variability that needs to be explained. There are many examples of insights from psychophysical measures that complement, and in many cases that are more sensitive than, overt behavioral responses. Tiny movements of facial muscles, unobservable to the naked eye but recordable through electromyography reflect implicit attitudes about social-category membership (e.g., Vanman, Saltz, Nathan, & Warren, 2004). Variations in skin conductance reveal the contributions of affective states in judgment and decision making (e.g., Naqvi & Bechara, 2006). Occulomotor measures (eye gaze and pupil dilation) reflect the strategy and intensity of cognitive processing in reading and other operations (e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1995). Similarly, TCD provides value to cognitive neuroscience as another measure in which individuals and groups differ, and thus another potential predictor of the massive amount of unexplained variance that characterizes behavior. As will be discussed below, this measure is being used already in research on the cognitive differences between various groups, including females/males, children/adults, old/young, clinically diagnosed/control, and so forth.

c. Third, CBFv from TCD has value as a marker for mental effort. Vingerboehts & Luppens (2001) argued this point specifically (ironically in a study designed to show lateralization effects, which were largely absent in the results). Within a task, within a group, even within a participant, variations in workload or mental effort can alter performance and/or create error in measures of response latency, response accuracy, response topography, and so forth. Changes in CBFv may provide important insights into the intensity of mental activity, even in the absence of overt behavior to indicate stimulus processing. Many theorists have differentiated between two sources or types of cognitive control, in which some behaviors are determined automatically, reactively, through stimulus control or contention scheduling, whereas other behaviors are controlled, proactive, executively or willfully controlled (e.g., Banich, 2009; Braver, Paxton, Locke, & Barch, 2009; Cooper & Shallice, 2000; Hickey, van Zoest, & Theeuwes, 2010; Norman & Shallice, 1986; Schneider & Chein, 2003; Washburn & Taglialatela,
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Both automatic and controlled processing involves neural activity, of course, but by definition, automaticity is not cognitively demanding. Thus, one way of distinguishing processing that is controlled, willful, and executive in nature (ultimately with the goal of understanding each of these terms in a way that does not require a homunculus) is to look for evidence of mental effort. The changes in CBFv measured by TCD promise to be one such measure. These data would complement other indicators of executive control versus contention scheduling (e.g., another criterion of automaticity is that it is fast, and so chronometric measures have been used to suggest when mental processing is controlled and proactive versus automatic and reactive).

3. Cognitive task-related changes in CBFv

As further evidence of the value of TCD for cognitive neuroscience, consider the studies that currently appear in the literature. Researchers have examined TCD-assessed changes in CBFv as a function of a wide range of cognitive activities. Table 1 shows how the number of PsycINFO-registered publications in which TCD was used has increased over the last three decades, suggesting that the paradigm is currently enjoying a surge in popularity (although it remains the case that most TCD publications are written by scholars in Europe). For comparison purposes, similar publication counts are provided for another relatively inexpensive new transcranial neuroimaging technique, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). For TMS, an electromagnetic coil is used to stimulate neural firing, effectively creating a temporary functional “lesion” that disappears when the magnetic stimulation abates (Walsh & Pascual-Leone, 2005). Like TCD, TMS is noninvasive as the magnetic stimulation passes painlessly and harmlessly through bone and other tissue. Note that the rate of TMS publications has also increased dramatically in recent years; indeed, the rate of growth of cognitive neuroscience studies using TMS far exceeds those using TCD. Nevertheless, neither transcranial technique is being used and published at levels comparable to, or consistent with the growth characteristic of, MRI studies over this same period. (Of course, these publications referenced by PsycINFO reflect only a fraction of the total publications in which TCD, TMS, and MRI are used. For example, MEDLINE shows over 1,300 publications since 2007 using TCD. Some of these surely document CBFv effects of cognitive activity, just like the PsycINFO-referenced articles reviewed in the present chapter; however, it seems reasonable to suppose that most researchers who use TCD to study cognition would select a psychology-related outlet for the publication.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>1074</td>
<td>2042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>1511</td>
<td>3153</td>
<td>6822</td>
<td>16526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. PsycINFO publications for three neuroimaging methods, by 5-year periods

3.1 Hemispheric differences in CBFv

As Stroobant and Vingerhoets (2000) noted in their review, the primary question in most TCD studies is, “How do the cerebral hemispheres differ with respect to cognitive processing?” Given that the spatial resolution of TCD is limited to the perfusion areas of the cortical arteries being measured, it is difficult to do neuroimaging studies that require
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localization more specific than broad functional hemispheric asymmetries. (By measuring anterior versus posterior cerebral arteries, it is also possible to examine some general differences between lobes within each hemisphere, but the lateralization studies constitute the preponderance of the TCD literature.) Accordingly, Stroobant and Vingerhoets reviewed clear CBFv evidence for left-hemisphere specialization for processing language-related stimuli, and some less-consistent evidence from TCD studies of right-hemisphere advantages for visuospatial processing.

Lateralization studies since 1999 show similar patterns of results, but not without exceptions. For example, Kratch, Chen, and Hartje (2006) assessed functional cerebral asymmetries using TCD as well as a divided visual field paradigm. Although both measures showed lateralization effects for lexical-decision performance, the effects were not reliably correlated across paradigms. This task showed the predicted left-hemisphere advantage in the divided visual field procedure, but produced faster right-hemisphere than left-hemisphere CBFv. Similarly, Knetch and colleagues (2001) focused on participants with atypical, right-hemisphere specialization for language, as revealed by TCD, but did not find these participants to be deficient in linguistic performance on a variety of measures. Conversely, Szirmai and colleagues (2005) examined lateralization for verbal fluency and mental arithmetic tasks using both TCD and electroencephalography measures, and found significant correlations, at least for verbal fluency.

In our laboratory, we have also examined functional cerebral asymmetries in cognitive performance using a variety of paradigms, including TCD. In studies of individual differences in attention skills, we required participants to monitor a scene and to make rapid and accurate shoot/don’t-shoot responses to target/nontarget stimuli (Schultz, Matthews, Warm & Washburn, 2009). The scene was projected on a wall so as to fill the visual field, and participants used a laser-modified handgun to respond to infrequent target images that appeared during a 36-minute vigil (see Figure 1). CBFv was bilaterally recorded throughout the vigil, and during a resting baseline period, to determine whether TCD measures would show vigilance decrements corresponding to the changes in task performance (response time, target detection hits and misses, marksmanship accuracy) as a function of time-on-task. As will be discussed below, systematic vigilance effects were observed. Of relevance to the present discussion, we also reported significant hemispheric differences for this task (albeit in the opposite direction from what was predicted). Parallel vigilance decrements were obtained for both cerebral hemispheres, but mean CBFv was consistently faster (relative to baseline) in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere, across the vigil.

In follow-up studies (e.g., Schultz, Phillips, & Washburn, 2010), we further investigated this cerebral asymmetry. The right-hemisphere advantage was unexpected, given the sustained-attention demands of this shoot/don’t-shoot task. A speeded threat/nonthreat determination was required of participants every 3 seconds on average (interstimulus interval was randomized between 1 and 5 seconds), but only 25% of the stimuli required a “shoot” response. Given the long watchkeeping period and indeed the clear vigilance decrements that were observed across this period in response latency, decision accuracy (hits, misses, false alarms), and marksmanship accuracy, we expected to see evidence in the TCD data for a right-hemisphere specialization in vigilance. This prediction was based on findings that right frontal regions and right parietal cortex serve, along with the locus coeruleus, as a brain network for alertness or vigilance (Posner & Raichle, 1997; Warm et al., 2009). Our
finding of elevated CBFv in the left hemisphere compared to the right hemisphere—an advantage that was stable across the vigil—was surprising.

The stability of the hemispheric difference in CBFv across the watchperiod provides one clue toward unpacking this curious result. In earlier TCD studies of vigilance (Helton et al., 2007; Hitchcock et al., 2003; Warm et al., 2009), the right-hemisphere advantage became evident as time-on-task increased. Early in the vigil, mean CBFv (relative to resting baseline) was comparable in the two hemispheres, but as the demands on sustaining attention increased over time, a cerebral asymmetry emerged reflecting activity in the right cerebral hemisphere. This consistent and intuitive finding is not what was observed in the TCD data of the Schultz and collaborators (2009) study. In our task, faster CBFv in the left hemisphere was observed even in the first quarter of the watchperiod. Indeed, in follow-up analyses we noted that the left-hemisphere advantage in CBFv is statistically significant within the very first minute of the task (Schultz, Phillips, & Washburn, 2010). This is presumably before vigilance would be required, or at least when the demands on sustained attention should be minimal. That this level of asymmetry was then stable throughout the vigil suggests that our left-hemisphere advantage for this task was not indicative of the lateralization of vigilance.

Fig. 1. Apparatus used in the Schultz et al. (2009) study. Left: The Transcranial Doppler Sonography transducers positioned at the right and left (not pictured) transtemporal window for recording changes in cerebral blood flow velocity through the middle cerebral artery of each hemisphere. The two 2-MHz transducers are connected to a Companion III TCD system (Nicolet/EME, Madison, WI), which uses Fast Fourier analysis to transform the signals and displays mean CBFv for each heartbeat-cycle envelope. Right: The participant uses a laser-modified handgun to respond to computer-generated stimuli projected on a wall. Shots were automatically detected and recorded (time, location) by LaserShot (Stafford, TX) hardware and software.
but rather a lateralization of the shoot/don’t-shoot judgments themselves that whelmed any right-hemisphere localization of sustained attention. In our study, the encoding and discrimination of threat/nonthreat images and the motor-preparation/aim/fire components of responding showed a left-hemisphere lateralization. With respect to this conclusion, it is important to note that all of our participants were right handed (as assessed by self-report); thus, it remains to be determined the proportion of this left-hemisphere advantage that is directly related to motor versus cognitive factors.

### 3.2 Group differences in CBFv

Stroobant and Vingerhoets (2000) reviewed the literature on cerebral hemodynamic effects of cognitive task performance. The tasks included in this review span a wide range, including simple motor tasks, linguistic tasks (e.g., reading, synonyms, syntax, word association, sentence completion, verbal fluency), visuospatial tasks (e.g., faces, designs, imagination, picture matching, cube comparison, mental rotation), numeric tasks (e.g., multiplication, dot estimation), and other tasks (e.g., music, sorting, vibratory stimulation, passive viewing). Their review summarized major themes of research and findings to that date. For example, they summarized TCD studies on the effects of gender, age, and handedness on CBFv and lateralization (i.e., hemispheric differences) in CBFv. They noted that blood flow velocity declines in older adults, as does lateralization. Where gender differences were reported, females produced higher CBFv. Handedness effects on lateralization were also reported, with consistent left-hemisphere advantages for the processing of linguistic stimuli among right-handed participants. The pattern of cerebral asymmetries in CBFv were less clear for left-handed participants (as is typically found using other paradigms as well).

Studies along these lines have continued in the years since the Stroobant and Vingerhoets (2000) review. For example, Bracco and colleagues (2011) used TCD with a memory task, and found that both males and females showed material-specific lateralization effects (e.g., memory for verbal material was lateralized to the left hemisphere, whereas memory for visuospatial material was right-hemisphere lateralized), although the lateralization of nonverbalizable material was attenuated with aging. Sorond and colleagues (2008) also found effects of aging on TCD values as participants performed word-stem completion and visual-search tasks. CBFv increase differentially in the anterior and posterior cerebral arteries for the elderly compared to the young-adult participants. Although the Bracco et al. (2011) study reported no gender differences in CBFv, Walter, Roberts and Brownlow (2000) reported gender differences in CBFv (women faster than men) and lateralization patterns during performance of visuospatial tasks (mental rotation, visualizing). Similarly, Njemanze (2005) observed different hemispheric advantages for females and males solving the Raven’s Progressive Matrices test, with females showing a left-hemisphere advantage and males showing a right-hemisphere effect. Schuepbach and colleagues (2009) used the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, and found linkages between the mental slowing that occurs during set-shifting and increases in CBFv, but only for females. Misteli and colleagues (2011) tested participants with a different executive functioning task (Trail-making) and found a similar gender difference in TCD data, with females showing a lateralization shift that was synchronized to a frequency peak in middle cerebral artery CBFv.
There have been many studies in which TCD was collected as part of comparisons between groups formed on the basis of clinical diagnoses. Cognitive testing has been complemented with TCD measures of CBFv to study the executive-function skills (Kral & Brown, 2004; Kral et al., 2003) and language functioning (Sanchez, Schatz, & Roberts, 2010) of children with sickle cell disease; to examine the executive-function deficits, particularly those involved in planning, associated with schizophrenia (Feldmann et al., 2006; Schuepback, Weber, Kawohl, & Hell, 2007); in the attention skills of participants with and without hypotension (Duschek & Schandry, 2004); in elderly adults with versus without depression (Tiemeier et al., 2002); to examine executive functioning in patients with Huntington’s disease versus healthy controls (Deckel, Cohen, & Duckrow, 1998); and in the mental activity patterns of healthy individuals versus individuals recovering from stroke versus individuals who have shown no recovery from stroke (Bragoni et al., 2000). The results of these patterns are not as simple as “clinical conditions are associated with slower CBFv”—although that is what one sees for planning by individuals with schizophrenia compared to healthy controls (Feldmann et al., 2006), for depressed individuals compared to their nondepressed cohort (Tiemeier et al., 2002), and for individuals with Huntington’s disease compared to healthy individuals (Deckel et al., 1998). Conversely, poorer cognitive performance by children with sickle cell disease is associated with abnormally high CBFv (Krall and colleagues, 2003, 2004; Sanchez et al., 2010). Another pattern of results is apparent in several studies, where CBFv is comparable between the comparison groups, but the clinical population shows less modulation or lateralization of blood flow, compared to healthy controls. This result was reported for individuals with schizophrenia (Schuepback et al., 2007) and for hypotensive compared to normotensive patients (Duschek & Schandry, 2004).

As was discussed above, one drawback to the TCD method is that there are participants for whom it is difficult or impossible to acquire CBFv readings from the middle cerebral artery on both sides of the brain. For many participants, bilateral measurement of this artery is easy to acquire, whereas even highly skilled experimenters are unable to sonate one or both arteries for other participants. We were interested in whether there are cognitive differences to correspond to these groups (i.e., participants from whom left+right hemisphere signals were obtained, compared to participants with left-hemisphere readings only, those with right-hemisphere readings, and those for whom neither hemisphere could be reliably sonated. Each of 540 undergraduate volunteers were tested on a shoot/don’t-shoot task like the one described above (Schultz et al., 2009). For 47% of these volunteers, bilateral recording was possible. For 17% of the sample, only the right hemisphere could be sonated, whereas 5% of the participants contributed CBFv data only for the left hemisphere. The remaining 31% of the participants completed the shoot/don’t-shoot task wearing the TCD apparatus, but a reliable signal for the cerebral artery of interest could not be located on either side of the brain.

We examined performance measures to determine whether these group differences were meaningful and diagnostic in any way. Table 2 summarizes shoot/don’t-shoot performance for these four groups of participants. No differences were observed between the groups in decision accuracy (i.e., hit rate or false-alarm rate) or shot latency. For marksmanship error, there was a significant difference, which post hoc analyses revealed to be the result of significantly ($p < .02$) poorer marksmanship by the group in which no TCD signal was obtained, compared to the other three groups. Participants for whom we were unable to locate a stable middle-cerebral-artery signal in either hemisphere produced shots about 15%
less accurate (further from the target) than the other participants. Perhaps this difference in marksmanship was a function, at least in part, of the relatively longer experimental sessions for these participants (i.e., the experimenters would try as long as possible to find a stable signal, and thus participants without a signal spent more time on average in the pre-task phase of the study than did the other volunteers). In any case, this difference seems fairly inconsequential in comparison to the more general finding: The subset of the sample for which good, bilateral recording was possible appears to be representative of the entire pool of volunteers, at least with respect to performance measures on this shoot/don’t-shoot task. We see little reason to conclude that there is anything worrisome or diagnostic in this particular between-groups variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hit Rate</th>
<th>False-alarm Rate</th>
<th>Shot Latency</th>
<th>Marksmanship error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both hemispheres</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>987 msec</td>
<td>2.79 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hemisphere only</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1035 msec</td>
<td>2.56 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hemisphere only</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>994 msec</td>
<td>2.80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither hemisphere</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>982 msec</td>
<td>3.20 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Shoot/don’t-shoot decision making, decision latency, and marksmanship accuracy as a function of groups formed on the basis of whether we were able to obtain stable TCD signals from the left and right cerebral hemispheres

One can also compare cognitive-task performance and CBFv measures between groups that are formed on the basis of performance on some criterial task or measure. Researchers who study working-memory capacity, for example, have been using this extreme-groups design strategy to reveal the cognitive and neural differences between individuals with high-span versus low-span memories (e.g., Chein, Moore & Conway, 2011; Kleider, Parrot, & King, 2010; Osaka et al., 2004; Unsworth & Engle, 2008) —although it appears that no one to date has compared CBFv of span-based groups using TCD. Duschek, Schuepbach and Schandry (2008) did however compare CBFv values derived from TCD between two groups that were formed on the basis of performance on a simple reaction-time task with an auditory attention cue. High-performance participants were characterized by greater increases in bilateral CBFv than low-performance participants—a difference that was significant even two seconds after the alerting tone (i.e., three seconds before presentation of the visual stimulus that required a response).

In our laboratory, we routinely test participants on a battery of attention-related tasks (the Assessment Software for Attention Profiles or ASAP battery), and subsequently form and compare groups on the basis of these attention profiles (e.g., Washburn, Smith & Taglialetela, 2005). The ASAP battery was constructed to include tasks that load on each component factor or dimension of attention (see Table 3). For example, previous factor analyses of the ASAP battery show that performance on incongruent Stroop trials clusters together with performance on a stop-signal inhibition task and response times on the “executive” component of the Attention Network Test (incongruent – congruent flanker stimuli; see Fan et al., 2005). Quartile splits were used to divide participants into groups, so that the top- and bottom-quartile-groups might be compared with respect to CBFv.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor or Dimension (with alternate names from the literature)</th>
<th>ASAP tasks (determined by prior factor analyses)</th>
<th>Left hemisphere mean CBFv, relative to resting baseline</th>
<th>Right hemisphere mean CBFv, relative to resting baseline</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention focusing (executive attention, concentration)</td>
<td>Stroop, Stop-signal, ANT-executive</td>
<td>1.967 (0.28)</td>
<td>1.533 (0.22)</td>
<td>p &lt; .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention scanning (orienting, shifting, selection)</td>
<td>Cue task, Antisaccade task, Visual Search</td>
<td>-1.202 (0.77)</td>
<td>-1.032 (1.06)</td>
<td>p &gt; .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention sustaining (alerting, vigilance)</td>
<td>Continuous Performance Task, ANT-alerting</td>
<td>0.150 (0.78)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.67)</td>
<td>p &lt; .05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mean CBFv values (expressed relative to resting baseline, such that positive numbers indicate that blood flow had increased compared to baseline, whereas negative numbers denote slower-than-baseline blood flow) and standard deviations by cerebral hemisphere and attention-factor

A similar extreme-groups strategy was used to analyze task performance described by Schultz et al. (2009), described above. Participants in the shoot/don’t-shoot study were grouped according to quartiles, based on response latency and marksmanship accuracy. That is, we grouped the fastest shooters together in a group, using only those trials in which the stimulus was in fact a threat or “shoot” target, and the slowest shooters together in another group. Similarly, we grouped the most accurate shooters—again, not in terms of decision accuracy, as each of these responses was a “hit” in the sense of being a “shoot” response to a threat stimulus, but rather in terms of marksmanship accuracy, measured by the distance between the target and the location of the fired laser shot. Participants with least-accurate marksmanship were grouped together for comparison. Mean CBFv values were then computed from the middle cerebral artery of each hemisphere for each of these groups. Figure 2 summarizes the results of these analyses.

When the fastest-shooters were compared to the slowest-shooters group, a significant interaction was observed. The fastest shooters were characterized by a significant left-hemisphere advantage in CBFv. For the slowest-shooter group, CBFv was slightly but not significantly faster in the right hemisphere. This interaction was not seen in the extreme-groups analysis based on marksmanship accuracy, where both groups displayed left-lateralized CBFv for the task (as was seen for the overall analysis of all participants).

These same data also illustrate how TCD has been used to provide an individual-differences measure for psychometric studies of cognition. Recall the nature of the laboratory task discussed here: A participant is required to monitor a naturalistic scene and to make repeated threat/nonthreat (shoot/don’t-shoot) judgments on the basis of stimulus appearance. The task was designed to mimic some of the elements of the real-life task performed by security officers, sentries, or police officers, or soldiers on a peacekeeping mission. These individuals must maintain vigilant attention across time, while they make...
threat/nonthreat judgments about events around them. Threatening events are rare in most cases, but the life-or-death costs of making a poor decision (e.g., being too slow to shoot if there is a threat, or too quick to shoot at what turns out to be a nonthreat stimulus) are severe. Ideally, one would want a way of monitoring vigilance so that individuals faced with these critical decisions could be maximally attentive, or perhaps so interventions could be introduced at points when vigilance is flagging. This was the rationale behind the shoot/don’t-shoot study designed by Schultz and colleagues (2009), who attempted to use measures available prior to a “shoot” response to predict the speed with which participants would respond to threat stimuli.

We found that response latency to a threat stimulus was significantly predicted by the participant’s response time on the previous “shoot” trial, irrespective of how long it had been since that response ($R^2 = .098$, $p < .01$). By adding time-on-task to the regression equation, one could significantly increase the proportion of variance accounted for ($\Delta R^2 = .024$, $p < .01$). One could significantly augment this prediction further by adding a measure of CBFv in the left hemisphere. In fact, the prediction of shot latency was improved by CBFv values from the left hemisphere even if those values were selected as far back as 18 seconds before the threat image appeared on the screen ($\Delta R^2 = .015$, $p < .01$). Overall, we were able to account for 13% of the variance in shot latency by knowing how quickly the participant tends to shoot when the response is appropriate, how long the participant has been required to remain vigilant on the task, and how rapidly blood is flowing through the middle cerebral artery of the left hemisphere. Of course, 13% of explained variability means that 87% of the variability remains unexplained, and further investigation with additional predictors is required to make this statistically significant prediction more practical. For the present discussion however, the fact that CBFv measures reliably augment the prediction of
task performance is sufficient to illustrate the ways that TCD has been, and can be, used in the study of individual differences.

The Matthews and colleagues, 2010, study discussed below also illustrates this use of TCD as a diagnostic tool. Further, Warm and colleagues (2009) reported that TCD measures may be useful as a selection tool for assigning personnel to vigilance duties. Reporting on the results of a study in their laboratory by Reinerman and collaborators (2006), these authors argue that CBFv changes during a battery of demanding tasks, combined with self-report measures of task engagement, significantly predicted subsequent vigilance performance. As was discussed above, these measures combined to account for 13% of the variance in subsequent vigilance performance.

3.3 TCD studies of attention and executive function

As summarized above and by Stroobant and Vingerhoets (2000), many researchers designing TCD studies over the last three decades have included explicitly verbal or visuospatial tasks, primarily to study lateralization effects (e.g., Dorst et al., 2008; Haag et al., 2010; Horton-Lambirth & Roberts, 1998; Lust, Geuze, Groothuis, and Bouma, 2010). A more recent development in the TCD literature is the increase in tasks designed to measure attention and closely related processes like inhibition, set-switching, planning, and maintaining/monitoring (i.e., the so-called “executive functions” or EF; see Banich, 2009; Barkley & Murphy, 2011; Latzman & Markon, 2010; Lyon & Krasnegor, 2005; Wiebe et al., 2011). Discussed already are recent studies in which popular attention and EF tasks like Wisconsin Card Sort, Trail-making, Stroop task, and Visual Search were used, albeit those discussions were focused on the group (e.g., gender) differences that were revealed in these tasks and in task-relevant changes in CBFv. Beyond this use of attention and EF tasks as potential measures on which differences may seen across genders, ages, diagnostic categories, and so forth, TCD may contribute to understanding of cognitive control and the ways that mental effort is allocated (or in the instances of cognitive disorders, is not allocated or controlled) to produce goal-appropriate performance.

One of the significant developments in the TCD field over the last decade is the emergence of a productive research team at the University of Cincinnati, anchored by Gerald Matthews, Joel Warm, and their collaborators. This research team studies cognition in applied settings, with particular attention to the relation between individual differences in cognitive and personality profiles and performance in human-machine (human factors) environments. For these scientists, with their backgrounds in research on topics like mental workload, stress states, and vigilance, TCD provided an ideal tool for continuous and noninvasive assay of cognitive activity. To quote the title of one of their publications (Warm, Parasuraman & Matthews, 2008), “vigilance requires hard mental work and is stressful” and it seemed reasonable to suppose that TCD would provide a way to As was discussed above, these researchers quickly established a literature on the cerebral hemodynamics of vigilance, documenting the decline of CBFv as a function of time-on-task that reflects the gradual shift from controlled toward automatic, less-attentive processing across the watchperiod (Helton et al., 2007; Schultz et al., 2009; Warm & Parasuraman, 2007; Warm et al., 2009). They also demonstrated that salient signals from
the environment in the form of automation cuing of potential threats during the vigil can attenuate this decline in CBFv and mitigate the vigilance decrement (Hitchcock et al., 2003).

Matthews and colleagues (2010) used TCD as part of a battery of personality, psychophysiological, stress-state, and cognitive measures to predict vigilance performance of two groups of participants, each completing one of two vigilance tasks. As has been demonstrated consistently across many studies, CBFv declined across the watch period, and correlated with decrements in performance measures. Interestingly, CBFv was faster in the left hemisphere than the right hemisphere in this study, as had been reported by Schultz and collaborators (2009). Indeed, the pattern of performance from a sensory vigilance task in which participants monitored a display for 36 minutes and made judgments about a series of stimuli that depicted either “safe” or “threat” air-traffic situations. In contrast however, the decline in CBFv was more precipitous for the TCD data from the right hemisphere than from the left hemisphere for the vigilance task that required participants to retain and manipulate information in memory across the 36-minute test. For both vigilance tasks, CBFv was comparable in the bilateral middle cerebral arteries at the outset of the vigil, but for the more cognitively demanding task the degree of lateralization was modulated across the vigil.

Matthews and colleagues (2010) used structural equation modeling to test a series of latent-factor models of effortful, sustained attention in tasks that require vigilance. The model that successfully fit the data included latent variables representing task engagement, derived from a self-report instrument administered during a pre-test baseline period and after the participants performed several cognitive tasks. The model also included CBFv, which appeared to index another resource-related energizing function, such as a psychophysiological proxy of mental effort. The addition of other predictors did not substantively improve the fit of this model, which accounted for 19% of the variance in performance on the sensory (air-traffic control) vigilance task, and 18% of the variability in the cognitively demanding (working memory) vigilance task.

Of course, the hemodynamic correlates of cognitive control have been investigated by other researchers as well. In several studies, Duschek, Schuepbach, and colleagues provided elegant evidence for TCD as a tool for measuring the bilateral increases in CBFv as participants prepare and process task-relevant information (Duschek, Schuepbach & Schandry, 2008; Schuepbach, Boeker, Duschek & Hell, 2007). In each study, the authors traced the time-course of CBFv changes, and linked those changes to pre-response cognitive processes such as preparatory attention and planning, respectively. Similarly, Schuepbach and collaborators (2004) examined the effects of set-maintenance and set-switching on CBFv in the anterior and middle cerebral arteries of each hemisphere, and found significant increases in peak CBFv in the anterior perfusion region. In another study from this general research team, Duschek, Werner, Kapan, and Reyes del Paso (2008) used TCD and various other instruments to study psychophysiological changes during mental arithmetic, and attributed the observed left-hemisphere increase in CBFv to the cognitive effort required to perform the “cross sum” task (i.e., to add four single-digit numbers, and then to add the digits of the result). In our laboratory, we also used a mental arithmetic task as a distractor condition during a vigilance task, to show that the hemodynamic and behavioral
patterns produced by inattention are discernable from the hemodynamic and performance patterns produced by distraction (i.e., of covertly switching attention to task-irrelevant processing; Washburn & Schultz, 2009).

4. Summary

Despite the limitations of the TCD paradigm, evidence is growing that it is a valuable tool in the study of brain-behavior relations that constitute cognitive competence. Many questions remain about the structural and functional differences between the cerebral hemispheres, and how those differences interact with grouping variables like gender, age, and diagnostic category; however, the present authors are most excited about the potential for using TCD to provide a measure of mental effort and cognitive control. Recent studies from scholars on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean illustrate the several ways that this noninvasive paradigm for the continuous, bilateral measurement of CBFv can inform our understanding of mental effort—providing in some instances converging evidence that can be integrated with behavioral observations (e.g., response latencies or accuracy levels), and in other cases a method for measuring the intensity of cognitive processing even in the absence of corresponding overt behavior.
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Medical sonography is a medical imaging modality used across many medical disciplines. Its use is growing, probably due to its relative low cost and easy accessibility. There are now many high quality ultrasound imaging systems available that are easily transportable, making it a diagnostic tool amenable for bedside and office scanning. This book includes applications of sonography that can be used across a number of medical disciplines including radiology, thoracic medicine, urology, rheumatology, obstetrics and fetal medicine and neurology. The book revisits established applications in medical sonography such as biliary, testicular and breast sonography and sonography in early pregnancy, and also outlines some interesting new and advanced applications of sonography.
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